PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO SOUTH BAY PAVILION SIGN PROGRAM
Proposed Externally Illuminated Graphic Panels

Diagram showing different sections labeled A, B, C, D, E, F, and G, each with specifications for graphics.
A. Manufacture and Install One (1) Externally Illuminated Graphic Panel

Scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"

1. Graphic panel to be aluminum face and frame mounted to wall.
2. Faces to be flexible sign face material with printed graphics, stretched over the aluminum framing. Customer to provide flex faces with graphics. Yesco to install faces.
3. 4" retainers around frame painted Matthews Super Silver, smooth semi-gloss finish.
4. Number and location of plate attachments to be determined by engineering.

Plan View

Proposed Graphic Panel

TS 4 x 4 x 1/4
2.7/8" std. steel pipe
Match plate connection
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4" retainers painted Matthews "Super Silver" smooth semi-gloss finish
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Manufacture and Install One (1) Externally Illuminated Graphic Panel

1. Graphic panel to be aluminum face and frame mounted to wall.
2. Faces to be flexible sign face material with printed graphics, stretched over the aluminum framing. Customer to provide flex faces with graphics. Yesco to install faces.
3. 4” retainers around frame painted Matthews Super Silver, smooth semi-gloss finish.
4. Number and location of plate attachments to be determined by engineering.
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Scale: 1/8” = 1'-0"
Manufacture and Install Four (4) Externally Illuminated Graphic Panels

1. Graphic panels to be aluminum face and frame mounted to wall at an angle.
2. Faces to be flexible sign face material with printed graphics, stretched over the aluminum framing - Customer to provide flex faces with graphics. Yesco to install faces.
3. 4' retainers around frame painted Matthews Super Silver, smooth semi-gloss finish.
Non-Illuminated Directional Signs

Scale: 1" = 4'-0"

1. Directional panels to be 3/16" thick flat aluminum painted smooth satin finish.
2. Vinyl overlay applied first surface for all copy and graphics.
3. Decorative curve at top to be 3/4" thick flat cut-out sintra painted silver.
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